Preparation for Roommate Selection Questionnaire
For each pair of statements, circle the number and letter to the left of the statement that best
reflects your typical behavior or point of view. Your answers will be compiled in a spreadsheet
and shared with all students participating in the Study Tour. If are not comfortable answering a
question, do not circle an answer to the left of the question. You (the students) will be
selecting your own roommate and so the more completely you answer these questions, the
better chance you have of picking a compatible roommate.
_1A_ I am a cigarette (or cigar or pipe or e-cigarette) smoker.
_1B_ I am NOT a cigarette (or cigar or pipe or e-cigarette) smoker.
_2A_ I am a partyer.
_2B_ I am NOT a partyer (or perhaps just a little).
_3A_ I am a talker (I am more outgoing or extraverted).
_3B_ I am NOT a talker (I am more reserved or introverted).
_4A_ I am a night owl (I like to stay up late and sleep in late).
_4B_ I am NOT a night owl (I like to go to sleep early and get up early).
_5A_ I am tidy (I like to keep my room clean and organized).
_5B_ I am NOT tidy (I don’t care if the room gets a bit disorganized or messy).
_6A_ I am a procrastinator (I work on assignments last minute).
_6B_ I am NOT a procrastinator (I get assignments done early).
_7A_ I am adventurous.
_7B_ I am NOT adventurous.
_8A_ I like to work out and exercise (i.e. jogging, cycling, lifting, yoga, etc).
_8B_ I do NOT like to work out.
_9A_ I speak languages in addition to English (List languages: __________________________).
_9B_ I speak only English.
_10A_ I have travelled abroad (List countries: ______________________________________).
_10B_ I have NOT travelled abroad.
If you have any additional information that you would like to share with the group, please place
it here:

